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Favorite Cartoons: 30 Unique
Inspiring Designs For Stress-Relief
And Creativity (Meditation &
Relaxation)

Coloring books arenâ€™t a new trend, but the increasing popularity of adult coloring books may
have you asking what on Earth is going on. While you may be tempted to think that this is a fast
passing fad, you may be surprised to know that there are a vast number of benefits to be had from
joining in on the adult coloring book trend. Our exclusive adult coloring book shares just about
everything you ever wanted to know about the budding adult coloring craze. In addition to learning
more about the benefits of adult coloring, you will find unique and creative coloring pages so that
you can try your hand at this new hobby! Whether you are looking to understand the adult coloring
â€œfadâ€• or whether you are looking to understand just why you love this new trend so much, this
book explains it all! Forget the books that contain generic coloring designs and a paragraph about
the benefits of coloring, this book delves into it all! Inside you will find plenty of amazing adult
coloring designs as well as explanation of some of the benefits of adult coloring including: The
increase of sociability A reduction of stress and anxiety An increase in focus An increase in fine
motor skills After getting started on these unique adult coloring book patterns, you will find yourself
spending more and more time enjoying the benefits of coloring! Donâ€™t Delay, Download This
Book Today!
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Format: Kindle PDF VersionThe designs within this book range from intricate to simple less complex
designs. They are crisp and clear ranging from extremely bold lining to very faint drawings even a
few greyscale images are included. However, there are designs that already have black filled in
therefore using a lot of ink when printing at home. The book contains 30 designs offering a variety of
images which represent more of fairy tales than cartoons. There is something for everyone to be
found within. The PDF version of this book allows you print the book in its entirety or only the pages
you wish using any type of paper you choose. The designs are great for colored pencils, markers,
gel pens, or fine-liner pens; even crayons if you so wish.I was given the PDF Book free of charge for
my honest review

Johanna Brody has a good reputation for coloring pictures. Fortunately, I got this ebook free in
exchange for an honest review. While the pictures are lovely, and would be fun to color, for home
printers, some pages are not ink friendly. Several pictures have extra black usage, which, I will
never print. I prefer to fill in my own black where I want it. One picture has light purple designs,
which, Iâ€™m not sure I understand the reasoning for. There are a couple of gray scale pages. For
the paperback version, there would be no problems. Thus, the five-star rating.

Another of Johanna Brody's Shutterstock coloring books that repeat other designs, from her own
and other coloring books. If you have Fairy Tale, Romance, etc Adult Coloring Books, the Art of
Zendoodle, Coloring Books for Adults, and/or Zendoodle Coloring you have these, although these
particular designs are more rare than her others(repeat designs/patterns #312). Getting tired of
seeing these same old, same old designs repackaged with new covers.When we buy coloring
books in stores we can look inside to see if we like the designs and check for any designs we
already have. WHY Not Here On ??

I'm not sure if all these pictures are really from cartoons - some of them seem to me like from
classic fairy-tales. There are many different styles, which I don't like. I prefer colouring books which
have one style from the first page to the last one. A lot of images are very simple, making them
more suitable for kids or elderly/disabled people (which could be a nice change for mandalas, which
these people usually colour in therapy centres or hospitals).For me it's not a very interesting book

but for some others it might be good.I got this product in exchange for my honest and unbiased
review, which is totally based on my own opinion about this product.

This book shares the same images as 2 other color books on that I reviewed last week. There are
alot of coloring books that are floating around now that take images from stock imaging places like
shutterstock and throw them in a book. This is a ripoff to the consumers. It is really sad that it has
come to this kind of scheme. I have included two of the images that are actually in that other book
as well. It does not give any sourcing which should be an outrage in itself.

I expected this Coloring book to be cartoons, as the title states. I was pleasantly surprised to see
that all of these lovely pages are of our beloved Fairy Tales we grew up with. Truly brings back fond
memories of days past. Two pleasures in one...coloring and story time. Drawings include the
Princess and the Pea (lots of mattresses), Rapunzel, The Pied Piper, Cinderella, and many more.
Very relaxing and enjoyable.

I spend most of my free time drawing my own mandalas and filling them with bright colors. Its my
favorite way of meditation as I am not so good at closing my eyes and concentrating on my breath.
For a change I wanted to try the cartoon characters. I must admit, I actually loved coloring them.
They images were large and very beautiful on the paper.

This book should be all about Cinderella, but there is a mixture of stories in it. It is not bad, but the
front of the book is deceiving when you expect to see just Cinderella. However, it still not bad. There
are some real good designs in it.
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